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Putting learning at the
heart of assessment

Dear Member of Parliament
Congratulations on winning your seat. You are probably eager to get on with the business
of government, and few issues are as important as education. Cambridge Assessment
is here to help you.

Dods Ad- New Members Guide May 2015 __New Members Guide May 2015

As the University’s international exams group we are the world’s leading provider of
curriculums, qualifications and assessments. Every year 8 million learners take our exams
in 170 countries through our three exam boards:
u

Oxford Cambridge and RSA (OCR) – one of the UK’s three big exam boards offering
a full spectrum of academic and vocational curriculums and qualifications.

u

Cambridge International Examinations – the world’s largest provider of international
programmes and qualifications for 5 to 19 year olds covering all the key subject areas.

u

Cambridge English Language Assessment – the world’s largest provider of English
language curriculums and qualifications producing nearly 4 million exams in General,
Business and Academic English with exam centres across the globe.

With the largest research facility of its kind in Europe, Cambridge Assessment is chosen
to be a key education partner to governments across the globe.
Every year we produce a range of accessible factsheets and briefing notes from guides to
reformed qualifications to how to measure ‘Character’. We also bring together the best
and brightest minds in education with Parliamentarians to encourage informed debate
through our regular Parliamentary Seminars, covering matters such as ‘How Children
Learn’ to ‘What makes a good teacher?’
If you would like to discuss what is happening in education please contact Andrew Williams
on 0207 227 0664 or email williams.ad@cambridgeassessment.org.uk to arrange a
meeting with an expert.
Yours faithfully
Simon Lebus
Group Chief Executive

www.cambridgeassessment.org.uk
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W

elcome to the
green benches!
In this
guide those
who have
been around for a bit pass on some of their
experience to the intake of 2015. There are
188 new MPs, so you are not alone! Only
three are ‘re-treads’ – ie they are returning
for the second time.
But like all advice, it only tends to register
when something goes wrong and you say
to yourself: “Ah, so that’s why they said I
should/should not do this.”
In some ways the House of Commons is
like any other place of work. But it has some
added characteristics: you read the office
gossip in the newspapers, what you say in
the Chamber is recorded on camera and in
written form, and your legitimacy comes
from the largest interviewing panel in the
country – your voters!
It’s a myth that you have to be a government
minister to make things happen in
Westminster. Being a Member of Parliament
provides you with a variety of platforms – the
Chamber, amendments to bills and select
committees, to name a few. As long as you are
determined, you can make it happen.
You will be surprised how helpful
colleagues and Commons staff are if only
you ask. But above all, enjoy your time as a
Member of Parliament.
We hope The House magazine will make a
helpful contribution to it.
GISELA STUART MP EDITOR

CERTIFIED CIRCULATION:
2341
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Putting learning at the
heart of assessment

Dear Member of Parliament

Dods Ad- New Members Guide May 2015 __ESOL and English Language learning

The English language is a crucial skill in an interconnected world and a global export for the
UK. Cambridge Assessment is at the forefront of that movement.
Our three exam boards’ Cambridge English Language Assessment, Cambridge
International Examinations and Oxford Cambridge and RSA (OCR) experience in the
development and delivery of English language curriculums, qualifications and tests for
non-native and native speakers is unparalleled.
Whether it is for immigration, work or study, English has become a critical skill in the
modern interconnected world. Our programmes, curriculums and tests can open doors to
higher education and improve employment opportunities. And because they are globally
recognised, our qualifications increase learners’ choices for study or work. Our globally
recognised qualifications include IELTS, developed in partnership with the British Council
and IDP: IELTS Australia, have become the standard language test for immigration in a
number of countries including the UK and Australia. Today, IELTS is the world’s most popular
test for higher education and global migration.
We don’t just provide tests for learners. Our teaching qualifications are the backbone of the
global language teaching profession, and our extensive professional development
programme for teachers includes both face to face and online seminars and the Cambridge
English teacher professional membership.
If you have an interest in English language learning whether connected to immigration,
adult literacy, English for Speakers of Other languages (ESOL) or as an export please
contacts Andrew Williams at williams.ad@cambridgeassessment.org.uk to arrange a
meeting with an expert.
Yours faithfully
Simon Lebus
Group Chief Executive

www.cambridgeassessment.org.uk
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HOW
TO
deal with
the whips
By Don Foster

H

ow to deal with the whips? You
don’t have to. The whips deal with
you!
In truth the role of the whips
has changed in recent years. For
centuries they sought to herd all their flock
into the same voting lobby (like the ‘whippersin’ keeping the pack of hounds at a fox hunt
together) using the ‘black arts’. Threats to
reveal sexual or financial misconduct, to
deny an office, to refuse membership or
even chairmanship of a select committee
or to restrict speaking opportunities in the
Chamber could all persuade MPs of the
whip’s party to do as they were told.
Now, with 24/7 news knowing more
about MPs than the whips, plenty of new
offices, Parliament itself determining select
committee membership (and committees
electing the chairs) and a backbench
committee determining some of the debates,
the whips have had to find new ways to corral
the troops.
Whips are increasingly involved in policy
discussions and alert secretaries of state,
ministers and even the PM to proposed policies
and legislation which may go down badly with
the troops if announced. Even as legislation is
going through the various parliamentary stages,
the whips may – in light of feedback – suggest
some ‘trimming of the sails’.
So it’s always useful to be upfront with your
whip about policy misgivings you have. But
do your research first: the modern whip will
be well armed with the arguments to show you
the errors of your thinking!
Even if the ‘black arts’ are less in evidence
than in the past, whips are important to you.
They know everything that’s going on and can
provide you with the information you need
to plan your parliamentary week. They know
– or know who knows – about every aspect of
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parliamentary procedure; from how to secure
a debate on some important constituency
issue to tabling an amendment to legislation
that will help a group of constituents. And the
whips have great ‘contacts’ so can point you in
the right direction if something goes wrong.
Whips not only have to get members of
their flock in the same lobby, but also have
to get enough of them. Whips (especially
of the governing party – or parties) must
ensure votes are won so the Government’s
business gets through. While the PM and
senior ministers may be excused (or ‘slipped’)
from many votes, ‘slips’ (or ‘pairing’ with
opposition MPs) for backbenchers are often
hard to come by. If you’ve an important event
coming up which means you need to be away,
ask well in advance. And remember, those
with a track record of being helpful to the
whips are more likely to be helped.
Incidentally, like the ‘I’m sorry, the dog ate
my homework’ excuses, the whips have heard
it all before. So don’t bother trying to have a
night off by claiming “I will come and vote on
this, but I feel so strongly that I will have to
vote with the Opposition” and then adding: “I
suppose I could be persuaded to abstain!” It
really has been tried before.
Be nice to the whips and they will be
nice to you. And while the ‘black arts’ have
almost disappeared, there’s one crucial piece
of information you need to know. When
reshuffles come along and people go up and
down the greasy political pole, don’t imagine
the Prime Minister knows who everyone is:
their strengths and weaknesses; their aptitude
for high office. The PM doesn’t but I suspect,
by now, you know who does!

Those with
a track record of
being helpful to
the whips are
more likely to
be helped

Don Foster was Liberal Democrat MP for Bath
from 1992 to 2015, and was Deputy Chief Whip
between 2013 and 2015
may 2015 | THE HOUSE MAGAZINE | 7
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HOW
TO

speak effectively
in the Chamber
By Jacob Rees-Mogg

T

he House of Commons Chamber is
the most daunting environment in
which to speak. Every word uttered
will be recorded for posterity
in video, audio and print. The
succession of great orators who have spoken
in the House – if not the current Chamber
– is a list of the United Kingdom’s leading
political figures stretching back over the
centuries. The country’s history, freedom
and strength have all been debated in the
Commons, and this weight of tradition
is apparent in the language and protocols
needed.
Fortunately, the mandate from our

constituencies gives every MP the right
to be heard in this chamber – one that is
equal among all MPs, of whatever external
distinction. And once the initial respectful
difference has been put to one side, it is
a surprisingly friendly place in which to
speak. Inside the House of Commons there
are many cross-party friendships, and most
Members have a basically benign view
of others. This means that in an ordinary
debate, no one wants a speech to fail. Indeed,
if it does this is not a cause of party political
rejoicing but mild embarrassment.
It is important to remember when speaking
in the Commons that all those listening are
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surprisingly little. Other than addressing all
remarks to the Speaker, calling an honourable
member a right honourable friend will not
upset anyone. Hansard will always ensure
the printed text has the right constituency,
so although I am often given Liam Fox’s
seat (North Somerset) it invariably appears
as North East Somerset the next day. In fact
Hansard is the key to success. It will not
change the meaning of what is said but will
correct grammatical errors, remove repetition

Good manners in
debates give speakers a
much greater chance to make
their point than an aggressive
partisan approach
on your side. The Speaker, Clerks, Serjeant
at Arms, Doorkeepers and fellow Members
all want to hear an interesting and successful
speech, and this goodwill is important in
the intimate atmosphere of a small debating
chamber.
Inevitably there are some occasions when
this is not true. When the House is full for
a major clash between party leaders the
temperature is raised, and Prime Minister’s
Questions is an unforgiving environment
– although even then, a reasonably wellliked Member will be forgiven. I have been
present when a popular MP fluffed his lines
at PMQs, and the House was silent; a less
sympathetic figure would have been put
to the sword. The lesson from this is that
Members will reap what they sow. Good
manners in debates give speakers a much
greater chance to make their point than an
aggressive or unruly partisan approach.
Politeness is not the same as having the
correct parliamentary form, which matters

and has for me made a number of silk purses
out of sow’s ears. It is well worth visiting the
Hansard office one hour after speaking to
check the proofs before they are printed.
As to the actual speech, it is the same
as any other. Clear enunciation, and a
beginning, middle and end – combined
with accepting interventions – are essential.
Read speeches are boring, but entirely
extemporary ones may lack focus. Brevity is
the soul of wit, but time is the only weapon
an opposition has. Maiden speeches are
worth preparing carefully because a success
gives great confidence for future outings.
Fridays are a good day to practice and to gain
a feel for the Chamber, as almost no one else
wants to speak. It is also worth spending time
in the Chamber soaking up the atmosphere.
In the end it is not so daunting after all, and
the small audience is kindly.
Jacob Rees-Mogg is Conservative MP
for North East Somerset
May 2015 | THE HOUSE MAGAZINE | 9
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W
O
H O
T

work across
party lines
By Caroline Lucas

A

s the heat of a general election dies
down and MPs take their seats in
Parliament, something surprising
starts to happen: we begin to work
together. Having been at daggers
drawn with political opponents for months,
if not years, in election campaigns up and
down the country, it can come as a bit of shock
– but the ease with which MPs can work on
a cross-party basis to get things done is one
of the more heartening aspects of the way
Westminster works.
This can happen in formal ways through
the work of the select committees – one of
the most effective ways backbenchers of all
parties can hold the Government to account
– and in plenty of informal ones as well.

One of the most crucial
pieces of legislation in
modern times, the Climate
Change Act, was agreed
across party lines
Cross-party initiatives can take the shape of
co-sponsoring Backbench Business debates
or EDMs, for example, as well as in the
collaboration that takes place on the all-party
parliamentary groups. As Co-Chair of the
APPG on fuel poverty and energy efficiency,
10 | THE HOUSE MAGAZINE | May 2015
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for example, I was very grateful for the
contribution from my colleagues of all parties
in our efforts to achieve more robust and
ambitious policy.
When I championed the controversial
issue of drug policy reform, securing a debate
in Parliament with a successful resolution
calling for the Government to implement
an impact assessment of the 1971 Misuse of
Drugs Act, it was vital to have the support
and input from colleagues like Lib Dem
Julian Huppert and Conservative Zac
Goldsmith to demonstrate the wide support
for such a review.
Similarly, as one of a group of MPs who are
passionate about saving our NHS, I was proud
to work with MPs from the Lib Dems, Plaid
Cymru and the SNP – as well as a handful of
Labour backbenchers – on a bill to roll back
the privatisation of our health service. Through
such collaboration with like-minded MPs
it is possible to present genuine alternatives
to business-as-usual politics and ensure
Parliament is a place for debating fresh ideas.

One of the pressing areas for continued
cross-party collaboration is on parliamentary
reform itself – making Westminster more
efficient and more accountable, reducing the
power of the executive, and increasing the
power of the legislature – as well as urgently
promoting a fairer voting system.
Parliament has shown the power of working
together many times before. Indeed, one of the
most crucial pieces of legislation in modern
times, the Climate Change Act, was agreed
across party lines. It’s that kind of consensus
that we need again to address the growing
environmental and social challenges we face.
Over the next five years, there will be not
only the opportunity but a real necessity
to unite across party lines to protect public
services, civil liberties, and the environment.
If we as MPs are to genuinely represent the
values and priorities of our constituents, it’s
vital that we work together to do so in the
most effective way possible.
Caroline Lucas is Green MP for Brighton Pavilion

Caroline Lucas joins ﬁgures from all
parties to deliver a petition to 10
Downing Street calling for a ban on
the use of wild animals in circuses
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HOW
TO

T

deal with
Ipsa
By Charles Walker

o all new colleagues I say welcome
to Parliament and welcome to Ipsa.
If one is the cheese, the other is the
bread – or, at the very least, the
butter on the bread.
Ipsa is the Independent Parliamentary
Standards Authority that oversees your pay,
office costs and expenses. It is fair to say that
five years ago, the relationship between us
and Ipsa was fractious on a good day and
downright awful on a bad one. But slowly
things have improved – if not warm, the
relationship between the two parties is now at
least cordial and professional.

As an absolute rule, do
not let your receipts and
invoices pile up
So my advice is this: learn the Ipsa
processes. You do not need to know them
by heart, but employ someone who does or,
failing this, train a member of staff who can
navigate its computerised systems with a
lightness of touch and an easy smile. Two of
the required virtues are endless patience and
an even temperament.
As an absolute rule, do not let your receipts
and invoices pile up. They need to be paid,
and if they are not claimed within three

Ipsa chairman
Sir Ian Kennedy

months, you will be the one stumping up
the cash for your office rent and stationery
and not the taxpayer. Such an outcome
may please your constituents, but it will
not please your bank manager and any
significant other. Despite the expenses system
being computerised, there is still a surfeit
of paperwork. Original receipts need to be
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produced in hard copy so they can be verified.
Things can go missing in the post, and when
they do it will always be your fault (now
you’re an MP, everything is always your fault)
– so religiously keep copies. If you think you
might need it, you will need it.
Always keep at the back of your mind
that Ipsa is infinitely better than it was for
the previous new intake in 2010. While
frustrations will occur, they can normally be
resolved. So when dealing with Ipsa staff,
maintain your good humour at all times.
Remember it was Parliament that set it up,
provided it with its powers and outlined its
mission.
However, if things get away from you and
you are struggling with a bureaucratic hurdle
or procedure, don’t suffer in silence – ask a
colleague for help. There are not many Ipsa
problems that those returning to the House
and their staff have not encountered and
overcome in the past. As the author of this
article, I am happy to help any colleague –
from whatever party – to resolve or at least get
an answer to a problem.
Finally, you are now all in the ‘media
food chain’. No matter who you are and
how saintly your mission, your expenses
will be pored over for a silly story. In the
last parliament the ‘consolidated stationery
order’ provided rich pickings – a 5p bulldog
clip here, a 32p Pritt Stick there. When these
stories appear, shrug your shoulders, afford
yourself a wry smile at having been ‘done’, like
hundreds of your other colleagues – then get
on with the important job you were elected to
do, which is representing your consituents.
Charles Walker is Conservative MP for Broxbourne
and was Chair of the Procedure Committee from
2012 to 2015 and a member of the Speaker’s
Committee for Ipsa from 2010 to 2015
May 2015 | THE HOUSE MAGAZINE | 13
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TH E

TEN
THE
moments of the

T EN

last parliament
Words: Sam Faroqui

2
1

‘Calm down, dear’, 27 april 2011
Whether for the misogynist undertones
of the phrase or the fact he was quoting
Michael Winner, Cameron’s “calm down, dear”
jibe at Angela Eagle was hardly the most edifying
remark to have escaped a prime minister’s
lips in the Commons chamber. And though it
soon had Labour likening him to fictional bully
Flashman, the PM remained unrepentant, with
a BBC interview earlier this year revealing the
utterance emblazoned on a chopping board in the
Camerons’ Cotswolds kitchen.

Cameron v Jesse Norman on Lords
reform, 10 July 2012
On the eve of the second-biggest
Tory rebellion of the 2010 parliament,
a reportedly “red-faced and very angry”
David Cameron cornered rebel ringleader
Jesse Norman outside the division lobbies
to protest the backbencher’s assertion that
opposing Lib Dem-led coalition plans to
reform the upper house would “help the
PM”. But if Cameron’s public display of
aggression was supposed to convince Nick
Clegg of his sincerity, it failed to have the
desired effect, with the DPM subsequently
withdrawing his support for constituency
boundary changes in revenge.
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3

Rupert Murdoch eats humble
pie, 19 July 2011
Murdoch’s faltering appearance before
the Culture, Media and Sport Committee
in the wake of the phone-hacking scandal
descended into farce and fisticuffs when
comedian Jonnie Marbles intruded to plant a
shaving foam-covered plate in the billionaire
media tycoon’s face. Before you could
say “please leave your message after the
tone”, Murdoch’s then wife Wendi Deng had

4

leapt from her seat to unleash her fiercest
volleyball spike at Marbles, before throwing
the plate back at him for good measure.

Anne Marie Morris turns up
the volume, 11 July 2012
Anne Marie Morris’s improbably
passionate paean to university technical
colleges had MPs enthusiastically bellowing
for “more!” at the last PMQs before the 2012
summer recess. With her voice reaching
frequencies hitherto unexplored by humans, her

cheeks turning from pink to puce and her slingswaddled left arm flamboyantly conducting the
crescendo of approbation from her demobhappy colleagues, the Tory backbencher all
but brought the House down. Wednesday
lunchtimes would be substantially less tedious
were all planted questions delivered with such
eccentric aplomb…

5

6

Dennis Skinner takes on Ukip, 21
November 2014
The Beast of Bolsover wasted no time
after Mark Reckless’ swearing in as Ukip’s
second elected MP to take a swipe at the party’s
Westminster representatives. Tapping the left-hand
side of his chest, the Beast of Bolsover paid tribute
to the Syrian, Malaysian, Dutch and Nigerian
doctors who performed his “United Nations heart
bypass” before gesticulating angrily at Reckless
and his Ukip colleague Douglas Carswell, declaring:
“These two people here talk about sending them
back from whence they came.”

Hodge v “evil” Google, 16 May 2013
As corporate mottoes go, Google’s
“don’t be evil” does not exactly set
the highest bar in terms of ethical conduct,
but Margaret Hodge accused the tech giant
of failing even to live up to that standard
during a Public Accounts Committee grilling
in 2013. Riled by the firm’s convoluted UK
tax arrangements, the PAC chair threw the
maxim back at Google vice president Matt
Brittin in characteristically blunt fashion:
“You are a company that says you ‘do no
evil’. And I think that you do do evil.”
May 2015 | THE HOUSE MAGAZINE 15
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7

Gay marriage debate, 21 May 2013
Something of a high-water mark of the Tory
modernisation project, the Commons vote
backing plans to allow same-sex couples to marry
also exposed its inherent limitations, laying bare
the enduring divisions on the Conservative benches.
The bill was opposed by more Tory MPs – 134 in
total – than any other piece of legislation from the
last parliament, with two serving Cabinet ministers
among those passing through the ‘No’ lobby. David
Cameron’s self-consciously muted celebrations after
the result was announced told their own story.

8

HASC v G4S’s Nick Buckles, 17 July 2012
Failing to deliver on a £284m contract to
provide security for the first London Olympics
in over 60 years, forcing ministers to draft in the
Army as cover, was never likely to endear G4S’s chief
executive to the Home Affairs Select Committee. But
Nick Buckles’ insistence that his firm still intended to
claim its £57m management fee in spite of what he
admitted had been a “humiliating shambles” elicited
a withering volley from the parliamentary firing
squad, who branded his performance “unacceptable,
incompetent and amateurish”.

9

Syria vote, 30 August 2013
In a blow to David Cameron’s authority – and
a sign that, as the Prime Minister himself
put it, the well of public support for intervention had
been “poisoned” by Iraq – MPs sensationally voted
down a motion giving preliminary backing to the use
of force against Syrian president Bashar al-Assad.
Emotions ran high as the defeat was announced,
with Michael Gove’s shouts of “disgrace!” across
the chamber at cheering Labour MPs met with a
peremptory (and un-parliamentary) “fuck off, you
bully” from Jim Murphy.

10

Charles Walker’s “honourable fool”
speech, 26 March 2015
The last day of the 55th parliament
ended in turmoil, tension and tears after a
government attempt to pave the way for John
Bercow’s unseating by introducing a secret ballot
for the re-election of the Speaker culminated in
rebellion and defeat. Procedure Committee chair
Charles Walker, visibly hurt that ministers had played
him “as a fool” on the issue, drew a rare standing
ovation from Labour MPs with his declaration that he
“would much rather be an honourable fool in this,
and any other matter, than a clever man”.
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HOW
TO

I

work for your
constituents
By John Healey, with Irene Hartley,
Anna Nicholson and Tracy Shouler

’ve written this together with my
constituency office team. Between them
they have 50 years’ experience working
for an MP and serving our local area – 41
of those years from Irene alone! The truth
is you won’t get anywhere without a reliable
staff. The nature of the job for most MPs is
that while you’re in Westminster for most of
the week when Parliament is sitting, they’re
in the constituency doing the hard work – part
advice, part advocacy, part social service. For
most constituents, they are you, not just acting
for you. It’s sometimes tough but with a good
system and a good team, it can also be the best
and most rewarding part of the job.

3. Use a caseworker database like CFL
Caseworker
You’ll need a good system for prioritising and
recording cases. Not all MPs use a dedicated
programme like CFL Caseworker, but we
find it invaluable.

4. Always offer a cup of tea or coffee
Especially when people who come into the
office are upset or agitated, a kind gesture can
make all the difference. A cup of tea is a good
start.

1. Make it easy for people to contact you
Your constituency will include people of all
ages. Make sure you’re accessible to everyone
and publicise not just an email address, but
a landline and office hours too. If you’re on
Twitter, expect casework to be tweeted.

2. Hold regular advice surgeries and have a
public office, open full time
I’ve always had a public office located centrally
in the constituency that’s open five days a
week, and people really appreciate it. For those
who can’t come to you, it’s important to go to
them – make use of pre-existing events and
community venues to hold advice surgeries.
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5. Understand their frustration – they
are usually coming to their MP as a last
resort
So often by the time people come to us as
MPs they’re desperate, having been through
every other available option. Be prepared to
act quickly where needed.

6. Develop relationships with local
agencies
Your local council departments, the
Department for Work and Pensions,
Citizens’ Advice Bureaux and other agencies
are invaluable sources of information,
and can help you respond to constituents’
problems. Get in touch and introduce
yourself early on. Establish personal go-to
contacts wherever you can.

7. Be honest and manage constituents’
expectations
Even with the two magic letters ‘MP’ now at
the end of your name, there are some things

even you can’t fix. So don’t promise the earth
before you’ve looked into the case.

8. But don’t give up
Some complicated cases can take months or
years to resolve. You’re here to fight your
constituents’ corner – so if they need your
help, don’t take ‘no’ for an answer.

9. Use casework as the basis for local and
national campaigning
Some of the most effective campaigns I’ve
run as an MP have come to light as a result of
constituency casework – from ending rip-off
telephone charges, to speed limits outside
local schools, to new legal rights for mums
with kids born to surrogates. Always be on
the lookout for topics with a wider relevance.

10. Expect the unexpected
One feature of the job is that you meet all sorts
of people. They take you by surprise – we
once had a constituent who locked himself in
our office toilet as a protest over funding for
children’s hospices. So keep on your toes!
John Healey is Labour MP for
Wentworth and Dearne
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punch above
your weight
By Elfyn Llywd

am delighted to have been invited to
advise on this subject, not least because it
is a recognition of the fact that the Plaid
Cymru parliamentary teams past and
present have always been known for their
assiduousness and, yes, punching above their
weight.
We were among the first to argue against
the incursion in Iraq and to seek to impeach
Tony Blair. For the last 30 years – until
very recently – we argued that Wales was
underfunded by Barnett. This is now the
received wisdom, despite denials by the other
parties. In 2010, I chaired a committee which
was successful in bringing in a new law on
stalking, which incidentally passed through
both Houses of Parliament in 11 days or so,
rather than the months it would normally
take. I am proud of the fact that in 1993 I was
the first ever Member to call for a Children’s
Commissioner for Wales – it came to pass,
and now each of the constituent countries of
the UK has one. In 2008 I campaigned for
better services for ex-service veterans, and it
became a manifesto item for all the parties.
Over a parliamentary career of 23 years I
could name other examples, but it is plain that
these successes would not have been achieved
without certain practicalities.
Firstly, try and specialise in two or three
areas and no more. See if you can get a place
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on a select committee relevant to one of those
subject areas. Join an All-Party Group on the
subject area if there is one. If there is none,
consider starting one.
Secondly, do not fall into the trap of being
tribal. A Member’s opinion is not wrong
because he or she might be in another
political party. Reﬂect on the good work that
is often done in local government on a bi and
tri-partisan basis. Identify others who are
interested in your area(s) of expertise and
liaise with them with a view to attempting to
form a good working relationship. A report by
Members of several political parties is likely to
carry far greater weight than one authored by
a single party.

Be warned: the greatest force of
inertia will likely come from the
civil service, writes Elfyn Llywd

report highlighting the problem, pointing
out the deficiencies in the Protection from
A report by Members of Harassment Act 1997 as it applied, quoting
actual examples from the evidence of victims
several political parties is
and practitioners, and we attached a draft
likely to carry far greater
bill. During one meeting with a Home Office
weight than one authored by a minister, he was sitting in front of a row of
two or three civil servants and as I was going
single party
through our case for change, he pulled faces
Be prepared to read around your subject
at me and said, sotto voce: “Elfyn, it’s not me
and let the media know of your interests.
you want to persuade.”
Remember that as a Member you will have
Apparently, against all the evidence, and
access to one of the finest libraries in existence. indeed good sense, the civil servants argued
There are publications there on virtually
that there was no need for any change, as
any subject and if you require assistance the
they said the 1997 Act worked perfectly well
Commons has a team of expert librarians.
– which patently it did not – and ultimately I
They are very good, extremely efficient and
believe that it took the intervention of the PM
they’re there to assist you. If you set about
to sanction the change. No doubt he would
trying to achieve a change in the law, do
have reminded them who was actually in
remember that evidence-based reports carry
charge!
far more weight with government.
Finally, be true to yourself, take the whips
When you are campaigning remember
with a pinch of salt, and good luck with your
that, by and large, the greatest force of inertia parliamentary career.
will come from the civil service! When I
was campaigning for the introduction of a
Elfyn Llywd was Plaid Cymru MP for Dwyfor
law on stalking, we as a cross-party team
Meirionnydd from 2010 to 2015 and for
had put together a thorough evidence-based
Meirionnydd Nant Conwy from 1992 to 2010
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make a change
as an MP
By Seema Malhotra

I

f you want to make a change as an MP,
MP, you rarely do so on your own. Achieving
it’s not just about changing the law. It’s
change is about finding and building the team
also about changing attitudes, building
that will also be the wind in your sails working
coalitions of support and knowing where
alongside you and sharing expertise.
the pushback will come from, but keeping
In the summer of 2014, I was appointed
firmly to your direction of travel. It’s about
Shadow Minister for Preventing Violence
campaigning – and doing so
against Women and Girls.
creatively.
Politics is about This was a new role – and
The first thing to keep
one that was welcomed by a
relationships, and
in mind is what your goal
whole range of campaigners
when you campaign as and stakeholders,
is and who your allies are –
an MP, you rarely do
both inside and outside of
with whom building
so on your own
Parliament. It’s all too easy
relationships was my first
to arrive at Westminster
priority. Our key focus was
and lose touch with the world outside. But
– and is – tackling violence against women
the more you stay connected, the better you
and girls more effectively and stepping up our
will be as a campaigning MP. Politics is about focus on prevention, whether of domestic and
relationships, and when you campaign as an
sexual violence, female genital mutilation,

Seema Malhotra (right) with Yvette Cooper
and Stella Creasy at the One Billion Rising
protest to end sexual violence against women
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forced marriage or other issues. Whatever
your area or theme, keep in mind five key tips.
First of all, know your brief. Make the
best of the great facilities in Parliament. The
library has great resources and subject experts,
and there are other very useful sources to draw
on, from Hansard to select committee reports.
Find other MPs – including from other parties
– who may be interested in the same area as
you. Have there ever been votes on your topic?
What was the outcome?
Second, generate greater insight. What
could parliamentary questions or freedom
of information requests deliver for you? Get
them in early to give you time to use the
findings.
Third, build your support. Stakeholders,
charities, professional bodies, NGOs,
campaign groups, industry players –
numerous groups or individuals who will
have a stake in what you are trying to
achieve. They may even be willing to do
some research or other support work for you.
Fourth, identify small steps that can
land some progress and set markers on the
way. If your campaigning issue is coming
up in a bill, is it going far enough? Can you
push for a small improvement through an
amendment? What would happen if you
pushed it to a vote?
Fifth, publicity. Research journalists
on national newspapers. Who would be
interested? Can you approach them? A piece
in a national paper would help you get your
message out there, alongside social media
and blogs which are becoming increasingly
powerful. With all that in place, you are well
on your way.

Seema Malhotra is Labour Co-operative MP
for Feltham and Heston
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THE TEN
MP stings
Words: Daniel Bond

1

Piers Merchant
The image of Piers Merchant and his
forgiving wife Helen embracing before the
cameras on their doorstep came to symbolise
the ‘Tory sleaze’ of the 1990s. The pair had
reconciled after Merchant was snapped kissing
17-year-old Anna Cox in a local park, but just
months later Merchant was again rumbled when a
tabloid obtained video footage of him and Cox in a
Blackpool hotel room at Tory conference. Merchant
initially threatened to sue, but 24 hours later, after
discovering the sheer extent of evidence the paper
had gathered, the Beckenham MP resigned.

2

Boris Johnson
Maz Mahmood, aka the Fake Sheikh,
was for a decade the King of Sting.
But in 1999 the stinger almost became
the stingee in an elaborate plot dreamt up
by then Spectator editor – and now MP for
Uxbridge – Boris Johnson. Speccie contributor
Lloyd Evans last year revealed how his
former boss charged him with setting up
the News of the World hack in a fake sting
operation, aimed at exposing the underhand
methods to which the paper would stoop in
pursuit of a story. Lloyd alleged the NOTW
agreed to pay him £5,000 to entrap Boris in
a cocaine deal, before the paper got cold feet
and pulled the ‘sting’ at the last minute.
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3

Vince Cable
In one of the most high-profile stings
of recent years, two Telegraph reporters
posing as Lib Dem-supporting constituents
recorded the new business secretary boasting he
could “bring the government down” if “pushed”.
But it was his declaration of “war” on Rupert
Murdoch which caused Cable most damage, and
led to him being stripped of responsibility for
the decision on News Corp’s BSkyB takeover bid.
Cable went to the PCC, who upheld his complaint
and warned the story lacked sufficient public
interest to “justify this level of subterfuge”.

4

Cash for Influence
“I’m a bit like a cab for hire” – the
phrase that will forever haunt
Stephen Byers. The former transport
secretary, along with fellow ex-ministers
Geoff Hoon and Patricia Hewitt, were caught
on camera by a Sunday Times/Dispatches
sting allegedly offering political influence
for money in the dog days of the New
Labour government. Condemnation from
“incredulous” colleagues came thick and
fast, most notably – and portentously –
from one Jack Straw. “There is such anger
in the Parliamentary Labour Party about
their stupidity in allowing themselves to be
suckered in a sting like this,” he said.

5

Jack Straw/Malcolm Rifkind
It was inevitable after that, wasn’t it?
Just as Hoon, Hewitt & Co had been
stung accepting cash for influence right in the
twilight of their careers, their chief critic – after
several scandal-free decades and with one
eye on his looming retirement – let his guard
slip and suffered the same fate. Straw, and
fellow ex-foreign secretary Sir Malcolm Rifkind,
were filmed boasting to undercover reporters
about services they could offer a fictitious
Chinese company. Both denied breaking any
rules, and the story appeared more a case of
embarrassment than serious wrongdoing. But
nonetheless two illustrious political careers came
to an end under a dark cloud.

6

Brooks Newmark
The Civil Society Minister was given little
choice but to resign last autumn after he
was caught exchanging explicit photos with a
“twentysomething Tory PR girl”. Or so he thought.
‘Sophie Wittams’, it turned out, was a freelance
reporter, who sold the story – and the ‘sexts’ –
to the Sunday Mirror. The sting certainly raised
questions about entrapment, the public interest
and media ethics. But whether the story was
justified or not, Newmark’s political career has
been brought to an ignominious end, and the
reputation of the humble paisley pyjama may
never recover.
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9

George Galloway
The Respect MP got one over on the
legendary Fake Sheikh after smelling a rat
following an invitation to dinner at the Dorchester
with businessmen Pervaiz Khan. When the man sat
opposite him – who did not “remotely resemble”
Khan – allegedly began asking “ludicrously leading
David Amess
In the 1990s, satirist Chris Morris made an art questions” about donations and making antisemitic
remarks, Galloway’s suspicions were confirmed.
form of exposing the naivety of the C-listers
and politicians who’ll seemingly say anything to get The NOTW sting operation had been rumbled, and
Galloway went to the Metropolitan Police and the
five minutes on the telly. But his most memorable
Speaker warning of an “attempt to suborn a British
scalp was that of Basildon MP David Amess, who
parliamentarian”.
was drawn in to a campaign against the menace
of the entirely fictitious drug ‘cake’; a substance
containing – in Amess’s own words – “a madeup psychoactive chemical”. Wielding a ludicrous
cartoon yellow pill the size of his head, Amess told
the camera he was “off to do what I can” and even
raised the issue of ‘cake’ abuse in the Chamber. An
official complaint was upheld by the ITC, but the
watchdog’s ruling made a point of praising the now
cult classic show’s “innovation”.

7

8

Patrick Mercer
Few cases have involved “such a sustained
and pervasive breach of the House’s rules”
as that of Patrick Mercer, the Commons Standards
Committee ruled in its excoriating report into the
Tory MP’s trespasses. Mercer was forced to resign
after he was covertly filmed agreeing to set up an
APPG for Fiji, and table questions on the country, at
the behest of an undercover reporter posing as a
lobbyist. The footage also caught Mercer referring to
a young female soldier as “a bloody Jew”.

10

Tim Yeo
In another controversial sting from
the last parliament, the Sunday
Times alleged that Yeo, then chair of the Energy
and Climate Change Select Committee, had boasted
to undercover reporters about how he could use
his position to further their business interests. The
former energy minister was eventually cleared of
any wrongdoing by standards commissioner Kathryn
Hudson, but not before she warned him to “consider
more carefully the impact of his comments”.
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campaign for
your constituents
By Cheryl Gillan

A

s a newly elected MP, you will
have spent every moment since
being selected connecting with
your constituency in every way.
In effect, your ‘family’ has just
increased by approximately 70,000, and you
want to do your best for everyone who lives
there.
Most MPs learn to quote Edmund Burke
on the fact that you are a representative, not
a delegate: that you exercise your judgement
on behalf of the electorate. However, as a
member of a political party, with all this
entails, you also subscribe to that party’s

manifesto pledges and policy. But there will
be times when you will realise you may have
to disagree with an aspect of policy because
it has a direct impact on your constituents.
You will have to campaign, not to persuade
your constituents, but to open the issue to
the wider world.
Where do you start? The first essential is
facts: to start learning everything there is to
know about the issue. Keep amassing and
refreshing those facts. Second, you will need
to use all possible channels of communication
to get your message across, including all the
parliamentary mechanisms available. Third,
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change, because without that belief you will
not be speaking on behalf of your constituents.
So yes – you will be right in thinking that
I was asked to contribute this article chiefly
because of my campaign against HS2 and its
effect on my constituents, their homes and
businesses, and the landscape of the Chilterns.
What first emerged as a political policy fix
turned out to be a horrifying reality. It wasn’t
in my DNA to bow to what some people
think is inevitable where people’s needs, lives,
homes, businesses, future and freedom is
concerned – and it should not be in yours.
you need to identify your allies, whether or
And remember, the electorate is
not this crosses party political lines.
increasingly well informed. We have
Fourth, you need perseverance, politeness,
patience and, yes, persistence. Never be afraid continuously argued for ‘informed consent’,
and we should not deny people the
of repeating your arguments. There will
opportunity to examine
always be someone who
the facts available – or
has never heard about the
You need to identify all
their representatives the
issue before, and Rome
your allies, whether or
right to campaign on their
was not built in a day!
not this crosses party
behalf. So perhaps now,
Consistency of approach
in the interests of freedom
is essential, and one of
political lines
to campaign, we should
the first campaigns I was
revisit the principle of Cabinet collective
involved with – in 1992 – was to preserve
responsibility so all MPs – even Ministers of
Penn Wood, an ancient woodland in my
constituency. There have been many echoes of the Crown – have the right to speak out for
that first campaign in my campaigning today – their constituents.
and it was successful!
Fifth, never ever give up. Believe in your
Cheryl Gillan is Conservative MP
campaign and in your ability to achieve
for Chesham and Amersham
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be an independently
minded backbencher
By Paul Flynn

I

ndependence is the most potent
parliamentary virtue. In a chamber of
clones the sparky individual shines and
is valued by constituents. Politicians will
be reviled for past sins for at least another
decade. Independence puts insurance distance
between members and future scandals. The
mother of parliaments is still degraded by
the sale of access, influence and peerages.
Former ministers still prostitute their insider
knowledge for the most lucrative retirement
job offer. Parties’ self-interest has blocked
essential reforms that have been dangerously
neglected.
New members can choose backbench or
frontbench roles. Ministers in waiting take
the path of loyalty and obedience as whips’
bitches, purveyors of party half-truths and
untruths, and suffer the gnawing humiliation
of subservience to party hacks. The rewards
are distant chances of preferment.
Backbenchers by choice enjoy the
liberation of free thought and action. They
exercise subtle intelligence in decisionmaking and serve constituents above party.
The 2010 intake of MPs was promisingly
independent. A full 36% of the House was
newly elected, including 48% of Conservative
MPs. The 2010 cohort of new MPs dumped
docility. They were the most rebellious
for a generation: in Jacob Rees-Mogg’s
memorable words, they were more ‘Tiger’
than ‘Bagpuss’. Most results of challenges to
the executive were negative: anti-EU or anti
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global warming. But the revolt of 29 August
2013 avoided a probable disastrous UK
intervention in the war in Syria.
The parliamentary village is crudely divided
into political tribes. Subtler cross-party
pairings operate below the surface. The Syrian
vote was a triumph for the ‘Peace Party’.
They are made up of Tory war-wise military
veterans, the disillusioned former Iraq and
Helmand cheerleaders plus peaceniks. They
are opposed by the ‘Give War a Chance
Party’ of imperialist little Englanders,
armchair Napoleons and members with
arms constituency interests. They favour
‘shoot ﬁrst, think later’ expressions of prime
ministerial hubris. With the delicious prospect
of a Trident decision beckoning, a major
parliamentary battle is certain.
Coalitions of party disloyalists prosper.
Many cross-party invisible groups battle for
supremacy. The Global Warming Deniers
Backbenchers’ Ten Commandments
I. Value the role of a backbencher as a high
calling
II. Serve constituents, the weak and the
neglected
III. Seek novel remedies and challenge
accepted wisdom
IV. Attack opponents only when they are wrong
V. Never covet a second income, honours or a
retirement job
VI. Value courage and innovation above
popularity
VII. Honour your party and extend its horizons
VIII. Use humour and colour to convey serious
ideas
IX. Fortify the independence of backbenchers
against the executive
X. Neglect the rich, the obsessed and the
tabloids, and seek out the silent voices

Paul Flynn at a Stop the War
protest in Trafalgar Square, 2012

versus Environmental Doom-mongers, Godbotherers versus Humanists, Parliamentary
Traditionalists versus Reformers, Little
Englanders versus Internationalists, Animal
Tormenters against Bloodsports Saboteurs.
The new parliament is awakening. The
crash trolley has arrived to deﬁbrillate into
new vigour the sleeping giant of backbench
power. Indifference to the vanities of career
prospects makes the independent fearless.
Many new members will have ideals and
convictions that surmount personal ambition
or the need to survive. Mark Pritchard made
a remarkable cri de coeur to set backbenchers
free when he uniquely revealed the black arts
of the whips. He said: “In return for amending
my motion on the ban on animals in circuses
I would have been offered a job. I was told the
Prime Minister himself had said that unless
I withdraw the motion he would look upon
it very dimly indeed. I might be a council
house lad from a poor background but that
gives me a backbone. It gives me a thick skin,
and I am not going to kowtow to the whip or
even the Prime Minister on an issue that I feel
passionately about. We need a generation of
politicians with a bit of spine, not jelly.”
Well said, Tiger.
Paul Flynn is Labour MP for Newport West
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be an effective select
committee member
By Andrew Miller

arly in the parliament you will be
inundated with things that people
want you to join, and my advice is
to beware. As its past chair I would
encourage everyone to join the first
ever all-party group, the Parliamentary and
Scientific Committee (founded 1939), not
just because it is unique in the world but
whatever your background, you need to have a
network to help you answer difficult scientific
questions from constituents. However, as
concerns the other 600+ other such groups…
take your time! Hopefully, the process for
getting the select committees up and running
will start as soon as a government is formed.
During the election of chairs you will be
lobbied by the aspiring candidates. This
may well be the first time ever that someone
from an opposing party tells you what good
judgement you have as they seek your vote.
You will also know of the increasing
effectiveness of select committees, and may
think: “That’s for me.” Having chaired two
that focus on detailed evidence – science
and technology, and previously regulatory
reform – I could always tell which Members
had done their homework. There is a fair
amount of background reading required
before each evidence session, and nothing
more embarrassing than the Member who
reads out their questions as if they are at Key

Stage 1! But that does not mean you have to be
an expert – if you have read the brief that our
brilliant clerks have provided, the questions
that need to be asked of witnesses become
more obvious.
Members of Parliament are by their
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very nature interested in a lot of things,
Member found to his discomfort!
so which select committee a new Member
The collegiate nature of select committees
should seek to join will present a problem.
comes as a bit of a surprise to many new
Some committees will have fiercely fought
Members, and this rarely falls apart. We had
elections within the party groups; others
one example of things going wrong at the
prove less popular. My advice would be to
end of the last parliament, but normally the
try something out of your comfort zone – a
old sports club adage applies – what goes on
subject that you may have interest in, but
tour stays on tour! Not leaking information,
no real expertise. Select committees are a
not highlighting a Member’s weakness just
great way of honing your
because they are from
parliamentary skills, but
Try something out another party, and so on,
in a less combative arena
the parliamentary
of your comfort zone – are
than the floor of the House
equivalent.
a subject that you may
or a standing committee.
Finally, when reports
have interest in, but no are being drafted by the
I would go further:
without naming names,
clerk and then the chair,
real expertise
two of the people who
make sure you take the
developed most during my time on the science opportunities that exist for you to contribute.
committee had no scientific training before
Think about the key issues that can be
entering Parliament, other than basic school
adduced from the evidence: does the draft
qualifications.
bring these points out properly, or indeed
The committee clerks – or indeed the chair
draw the correct conclusions? If in doubt,
– are rarely themselves the world authority
table an amendment to at least ensure there
on the subject under discussion, but they
is a discussion around your point. When the
have access to great networks both within and report is agreed and published, make sure
beyond the House. In the case of the science
your local media understand a little more
committee, being able to pick up the phone
about the kind of evidence you have heard
to the president of the Royal Society or the
and the conclusions reached – they won’t
Royal Academy of Engineering meant that on know how hard you are working unless you
almost any subject, we were able to speak to
tell them!
the very best on whatever discipline we were
I am convinced that select committees will
dealing with.
continue to grow in importance, and in your
When questioning witnesses, don’t
place I would argue that they should have
grandstand or hector them – it may be good
rights to initiate legislation. That single step
for egos and might even attract the media, but could help keep the government of the day on
if you read back over reports, committees that its toes, especially in the dying days of a fixedtake a more exploratory approach produce
term parliament. The inertia we saw from last
better reports. When someone else is asking
autumn onwards could have been challenged
questions, do them the courtesy of paying
by such a system.
attention, especially if they are sitting near
to you. What you are reading or doing on
Andrew Miller was Labour MP for Ellesmere
your iPad may well be being observed, as one
Port and Neston from 1992 to 2015
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deal with
the media
By Tom Harris

A

s a former journalist, I take what is
probably a minority view among
Labour colleagues of the feral
beasts of the media. Yes, they are
always on the lookout for MPs who
will say something newsworthy and they will
mercilessly pursue you and try to damage you
if you oblige.
But journalists are professionals. They have a
job of work to do. Get to know them, familiarise
yourself with their agendas, understand their
motivation and, most of all, respect them,
whichever news outlet they work for.
Some (too many) Labour MPs take a vow
of non-engagement with all but the reporters
who work on their local newspapers. Fair
enough, but those who do so are missing out
on opportunities to connect with and persuade
voters from across the country. And you’re a
national politician, not just a local one.
An MP’s dealings with the media will fall
into two very broad categories: proactive and
reactive, and both are fairly self-explanatory.
Proactive just means giving stories to the press
– stories that will either paint you in a positive
light or paint your opponents in other parties
in a negative one. There are some simple rules
to follow here: know when you’re talking off
and on the record. Make sure, before you start
talking too indiscreetly, that you’re both clear
about this. Reporters will often actually write

the words ‘off the record’ on their notebooks
before taking down your comments.
Most conversations you’ll have with
members of the press lobby inside the Palace
will automatically be on ‘lobby terms’, ie
automatically off the record and unattributable
(there is a difference), unless you say you wish
to go on the record.
Also, tell the truth. Never, ever lie to a
reporter about anything. If you deliberately
mislead a reporter and they end up writing or
broadcasting an inaccuracy that’s down to you,
you will live to regret it. Mistakes are inevitable
and forgivable; lies are not.
And have a think about the story you want
to give to a reporter beforehand. Test the story
and news angle with a third party if necessary.
And learn to spot the unseen news angle in any
story – an angle that you might not have seen
but which a seasoned reporter will jump on in
an instant, leaving you feeling like you’ve lost
control of the story.
The other area of news management, of
course, is reactive – what you do when a bad
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story hits you. And it will, trust me. It could
be your expenses claims or a misjudged tweet;
even an ill-advised relationship. Whatever
form it takes, “no comment” won’t cut it.
You’re a public figure; you don’t have the
privilege of not commenting. So take some time
to get your facts straight and get your excuses/
apologies sorted before you face the pack. And
then face them – one at a time, NOT in a press
conference. Agree to as many interviews and
quote requests as you receive, and make it clear
you’re going to answer the charges, even if it
takes all day. At the very least you’ll get credit
for being accessible and at best, you might
persuade viewers and readers that there’s a
reason for your apparent confidence.
So good luck. Remember, they’re trying to
do a job too, and it’s far better if they know
you’re going to help them do that job instead of
hiding from them.
Tom Harris was Labour MP for Glasgow Cathcart
from 2001 to 2005, and for Glasgow South from
2005 to 2015
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strike the right
work-life balance
By John Woodcock

L

ife can be a little bewildering for new
starters in the House, and finding
the right work-life balance during
a five-year term can be like trying
to nail porridge to the ceiling. The
people of Barrow and Furness first sent me
to Parliament in May 2010, and I am writing
this piece just days after being re-elected, as
the autopsies continue following Labour’s
comprehensive defeat.

You cannot do it all by
yourself, and therefore
surrounding yourself with able
staff is going to be key
Earlier today, TV news channels carried
pictures of – and interviews with – freshly
elected and slightly nervous-looking MPs
arriving in the capital. I remember that
feeling. Emerging from the tube near
Portcullis House five years ago to the
month, my main feeling was a huge sense of
responsibility to do the right things for the
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people who had placed their faith in me.
Although I was quite familiar with the
workings of the Westminster village – and
I certainly knew what long hours felt like –
nothing really prepares you for the role, and
it is not until you sit down on the Chamber’s
green benches that it sinks in.
I remember being surprised to find
myself in the tea queue with political
household names. The novelty does wear off,
particularly when they don’t have the right
change, but it is here that rookie MPs can
start to build new relationships.
The golden rule is that there are no golden
rules to becoming an effective MP, but one
thing cannot be overstated: you cannot do
it all by yourself, and therefore surrounding
yourself with able staff – both in Westminster
and your constituency office – is going to be
key. A proficient office manager, a competent
diary secretary and skilled parliamentary
assistants will help you get the most out of
your time and deliver your priorities.
Many are the times I have whispered
a prayer of thanks for staff who have
negotiated a path through rules and
regulations that can sometimes be opaque,
or have provided me with information and
written media drafts at short notice.
But more than that, you will want to
strengthen relationships both with people
down in Westminster and – critically – those
in your constituency with shared interests.
Local charities, concerned residents,
determined parents – you can only do your
best if you get people pulling together.
Knowing where to obtain the correct
and relevant information to deal with
parliamentary and constituency issues
can make life much easier. The House of
Commons library deserves its reputation
as one of the most efficient parliamentary

organisations. The library oozes helpful and
clued-up personnel, and it is the first port of
call for loads of stuff.
It is also useful to keep your eyes peeled for
email invitations to training opportunities for
you and your staff. Accumulated experience
will pay dividends and it won’t be too long
before the nervous rookie MP sitting in a
corner of the Portcullis House atrium is
pacing around like a veteran.
And finally, remember to enjoy it. MPs
can improve the lives of their constituents
and change things for the better across the
national landscape. It is a huge privilege, and
the best job in the world – no matter what the
cynics might say.

John Woodcock is Labour MP for Barrow and Furness

John Woodcock
addressing Progress’s
post-election conference
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Commons
knowledge
By Gisela Stuart

“W

e shape our buildings,
and afterwards our
buildings shape us.”
So remarked Winston
Churchill after one
of the last serious bombing raids on London
destroyed much of the House of Commons in
1941. When it was rebuilt in 1950 in its old
form, the insufficiency of seats for all MPs was
deliberate. Churchill was against “giving each
Member a desk to sit at and a lid to bang”,
because the House would be largely empty
most of the time, whereas at critical votes
and moments it would fill beyond capacity,
with Members spilling out into the aisles and
creating a sense of crowd and urgency.
He was right. From the Queen’s Speech,
through the Budget and Prime Minister’s
Questions to cliffhanger votes, the rather
small and quiet Chamber takes on a life of
its own and turns into a stage where political
reputations are made or destroyed. If you are

speaking from the despatch box, beware. A
rowdy House is good, but when those sitting
behind you fall silent then you know you are
in trouble.
We weren’t elected to appreciate the
historic building we call ‘the office’, but it is
worth spending just a few moments to think
about the people and events which have
made it the place it is today. Three books are
worth reading.
The Day Parliament Burned Down by
Caroline Shenton describes the events of
16 October 1834 when the unsupervised
burning of two large cartloads of wooden
tally sticks led to a blaze which could be seen
as far afield as Windsor Castle and from
stagecoaches on top of the South Downs.
The Prime Minister of the day described it
as “one of the greatest instances of stupidity
on record”. Westminster Hall survived, but
the rest and much of the surrounding area
had to be rebuilt. Through the story of that
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It was Pugin who
designed and oversaw the
production of much of what
we still see today

one fateful day and night, we understand the
shape and structure of the building we work
in today. A few of the surviving tally sticks
are in a display case opposite the gift shop by
the Terrace Cafe.
Most of the interior designs of the rebuilt
Palace were the work of Augustus Welby
Pugin. His and his wife’s portraits look
down on MPs, Lords and their visitors in the
Pugin Room, one of the few places used by
members of both Houses.
Rosemary Hill’s God’s Architect: Pugin
and the Building of Romantic Britain is as
much a biography of the man as an account
of the time and the reawakening of Roman
Catholicism. Charles Barry may have been
the architect, given most of the credit for
the building, but it was Pugin who designed
and oversaw the production of much of what
we still see today. From the wallpaper to the
brass fittings (much of them produced in
Birmingham), his influence is everywhere.

Born in 1812, by the time he was 21 he was
shipwrecked, bankrupt and widowed. 19
years later he died, insane and disillusioned –
but he had undoubtedly changed the face of
British architecture.
A quicker read of Pugin’s life and
sufferings – and the shenanigans which led to
his name not even being listed when Charles
Barry oversaw the Palace’s official opening –
is Nick Corbett’s novel Palace of Pugin.
The current parliament will have to make
some difficult decisions. Splendid looking
though it is, it is crumbling and needs
essential and expensive renovations. Before
long, new MPs will be walking past buckets
catching dripping water leaks on their way to
the Chamber. In this session above all, not
taking an interest in the building itself won’t
be an option.
Gisela Stuart is Labour MP for Birmingham
Edgbaston and Editor of The House
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HOW
TO BE
AN MP

Austin Mitchell’s
Guide

won’t say congratulations. You’ll have
lots of them already. You’ve been elected
to such a messy, unstructured and
undefined job that commiserations are
more in order. Neither you nor those
who elected you understands the job. So I’d
better explain that it’s a job impossible to do
well but disastrous if you mess it up. No job
specification, no audit of performance and no
guarantee of promotion. So you can make of it
what you will: strive for power or live a life of
semi-luxury in the protection of a third-rate
London club.
You must look like an MP. For men that
means a suit; the rule given me when I
attended the first few days in jeans by my
whip – “this is the mother of parliaments, not
an effing garden shed” – still holds. So wear a
suit, preferably dark and middle range from
Marks & Spencer. Anything more upmarket
attracts suspicion. You’ll also need a striped
tie. David Cameron has pioneered the tieless
look to make himself look young and casual,
but you must wear one in the Chamber. For
women, it’s a business-like trouser suit.
Get out of election mode quickly and into
MP mode. That means dignity and a constant
expression of concern. If you show any
inclination to liking campaigning, the parties
– particularly Labour and the Liberals, who
can’t afford professional staff – will use you to
do the work agents and party enthusiasts used
to do, and you’ll become a party drudge.
Come in early to familiarise yourself. You’ve
joined a club. It’s no longer the best in the
world, as Wedgwood claimed in his History
of Parliament. It’s third rate, but you need
to familiarise yourself with the rules and it
pays to sit through all the debates for a month
or so to understand the arcane procedures.
You could also start to ask questions. This
demands neither knowledge nor intelligence:
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the whips will supply you with the questions,
and ministers or shadows will provide the
information to back them. All you need is a
loud voice and the ability to read.
The other reason for arriving early is to get
a room. Not in the main building – they’re too
small and poky – but a room with a view in
Portcullis House, preferably with a bathroom
next door which you can pretend is your en
suite (though you shouldn’t use it before you
speak since, as Enoch Powell pointed out,
the best speeches are given on a full bladder).
Rooms are allocated by the whips, one of the
little pieces of patronage they like to keep to
make themselves important. Which brings
us to one of the most unpleasant parts of
your task. Ingratiate yourself with the halfeducated thugs and bullies who inhabit the
whips’ office. Treat them as human and bring
them small presents.
Get yourself a staff. My predecessor Tony
Crosland, like most MPs of his time, had half
a secretary shared with another MP. Now the
work from the constituency has multiplied, so
you need more. Don’t be tempted to employ
a spouse or kids to keep money in the family.
You’ll have to pay them too much, other staff
don’t like it, and because they know you too
well they’re useless. Employ, say, three staff
and keep them in the constituency where
wages are lower, with only one in London to
handle the parliamentary side, persuading
him or her to work for free on the grounds
that they’re being trained for a seat of their
own. They’ll spend most of their time on
that anyway, so get the real work done by
a free intern from one of the universities or
organisations which provides them.
A good team is vital because they’ll do all the
work, understand the social security system
better than you ever could, pacify people on
the phone and answer letters politely – none

Create the impression
that you’re constantly in
the constituency without
wasting too much of your
time by being there
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Take on an issue,
preferably something broad
and innocuous such as poverty
or back pain. But don’t get so
tightly aligned that you can’t
give it up for promotion

of which you’ll have time or inclination to do,
though you’ll get all the credit. There won’t
be much. Constituents are a grudging lot and
the people who turn to you for help are so
clueless that they probably don’t vote anyway.
It’s appearances and constant reiteration that
count, not work or surgeries.
You’ll already know the constituency
through the unpleasant necessity of fighting
it. You’ve vowed to put it at the centre of
everything you’ll do. Now, though you’ve
not only got to proclaim your love for it and
your admiration for everyone who lives there
(even the curmudgeonly critics who’ll soon
be attacking you), you’ve got to rise above it.
The days when you’d get away with a monthly
visit – still less a yearly visit, to be met by the
station master and sometimes a brass band –
are gone. You’ve got to live there, or pretend
to, and while you won’t want to bring your
kids up in its lousy schools because you’re
moving your family to London, you’ve got
to be there at least every week – but don’t get
bogged down there. The focus of your life is
now London where the slippery pole is.
So create the impression that you’re
constantly in the constituency without
wasting too much of your time by being
there. Raise its issues, praise its organisations
and voice its needs. Ensure good relations
with the local media, both printed and
electronic. Get to know their journalists
who need to be hand fed with statements,
speeches and press releases because the
media are so understaffed these days they’ve
no time to do research for themselves and no
inclination to show you’re lying.
Keep the constituency party sweet but
keep the national organisation at a distance.
It’s no longer an alternative power base, as
it was when the Labour National Executive
controlled policy and Tory chairmen rang
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bells. Frankly, it’s a nuisance which mustn’t be
allowed to dominate your life. In the election
you needed it and they could demand that
you meet a specified number of people, hold
meetings and distribute their rubbishy leaﬂets.
They’ll try and maintain that relationship
now you’re elected, but to allow it makes you
an unpaid by-election hack who’ll never get
anywhere. You’ll be embarked on perpetual
electioneering, trundled into by-elections
and contracted to meet and greet so many
thousand electors per month and pose with
them on Twitter. You’ll get neither gratitude
nor reward. It doesn’t help your career and
wastes your (now more expensive) time. Use
the party. They’ll provide you with questions,
speeches and opportunities much better than
anything you can think up for yourself. But
never let them use you. The party can become
your albatross, demanding so much time and
attention, and raising so many awkward policy
problems that it becomes a ball and chain
hindering your remorseless rise to the top.
Remember that you’re now in a fishbowl
under constant observation. Everything you
do or say will be taken down and used in
evidence against you. With constant cameraphone scrutiny, you’re not allowed unguarded
moments. You can’t call anyone slobs, yobs,
plods, plebs or scroungers – even if they
manifestly are. Don’t attempt to discipline,
touch or shout at other people’s children.
Never appear in public in your dressing gown,
even if it’s Marks & Spencer’s best.
Think seriously about what kind of future
you want. Most MPs remain backbenchers.
Either they’re content with that or incapable
of doing anything else. Some are noisemakers
with a deficient volume control or members
of the awkward squad. Call them the media
brigade: that’s their fix and they get it
regularly, but give up hope of promotion.

‘With constant scrutiny you’re not allowed
unguarded moments. Don’t call anyone
slobs, yobs, plods, plebs or scroungers’
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‘Get a room. Not in the main building – they’re
too small and poky – but one in Portcullis
House, preferably with a view and bathroom next
door which you can pretend is your en suite’

Then there’s the self-designated elite: the
risers or ministrables. They want to be
someone. So decide what you want to be and
go for it. Pick out a rising star and join the tail
of their meteor. Volunteer for menial tasks.
Carry their bags and congratulate them on
their speeches. Make yourself indispensable.
Befriend a journalist or two and feed them
titbits of information. Associate with some
pressure group. Become master of some
campaign, however trivial, or become an
expert in some foreign country, preferably
so remote only you know anything about it.
Organise an all-party group on it with a diet of
trips, meetings and official visits. Take on an
issue, preferably broad and innocuous, such as
poverty, headaches or back pain, and establish
an authority there by feeding stories to the
media and asking endless questions. But don’t
get so tightly aligned to the issue that you can’t
give it up for promotion. Some day government

might want to legalise whatever you’re now
against. Then where will you be?
If you want promotion, creep assiduously.
Luck helps because it’s a lottery, but the
prospects of rising are better than winning
Britain’s Got Talent. Ministerial posts multiply
with the appointment of more and more
junior ministers who then must be paralleled
by shadows. But the slog of getting there
is long and miserable. It involves a selfdenying ordinance – avoiding cause-pushing,
committing to nothing very much. Ministers
must be like barristers: able to push any cause
without their past being quoted against them.
It involves a long preparation in the misery of
opposition, throwing custard pies at a brick
wall, followed by the dreary job of a junior
minister touring distant offices, staying up late
to reply to insane adjournment debates, and
having to do that for years until a job at the top
comes along. Which it usually doesn’t.
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‘Don’t be ashamed of wanting a bit
of power: you need to rise as fast
and as far as possible. Modesty
and shyness are not assets’

The choice of what to be is up to you.
Parliament is your oyster, but my advice
would be to enjoy yourself. You’ll not do
that if you take the path to power. Ask what
advantage you get from being able to put
Parliamentary Under-Secretary for Fisheries
on your CV when you’re thrown out in five
years’ time. Ask too if a ministerial job isn’t so
exhausting and so tough for the human frame
and brain that it’s not worth doing.
Don’t be ashamed of wanting a bit of
power. Public school chaps think of little
else, though they know the steps to be taken
– you don’t. Show yourself as active in the
Chamber. It’s like the fish tank in those
restaurants where diners pick their fish, then
watch it being cooked. Ministers and whips
are observing you. Anything you say will be
immediately retweeted and used against you.
Never allow pornography to appear on your
Ipsa claims. The Qur’an or the Bhagavad

Gita or a gross of Bibles will look better.
Grab the questions doled out every day for
each department, and particularly for PMQs.
Don’t be proud. You’ve got at best a decade of
parliamentary life. You need to rise as fast and
as far as possible. Modesty and shyness are
not assets.
There it is. You’re on history’s list of those
who’ve been elected to Parliament. You’ve a
ringside seat on power and a platform from
which to say and do almost anything you
want, though it’s mostly rubbish. You can be
a check on the executive; or part of it. Or you
can have an easier life on the backbenches.
But do enjoy yourself. You won’t be there for
long and you may be out looking for a real job
sooner than you think.

Austin Mitchell was Labour MP for
Great Grimsby from 1977 to 2015
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Engaging the public
with Parliament
By John Benger, Acting Head of Parliament’s
Department of Information Services

T

he hurly burly of the general election
is over, and the dust is beginning
to settle. As we move into the first
weeks of debate, ceremony and
political manoeuvring, Parliament
will truly be in the public eye. But quite apart
from the business of providing the mechanics
behind the democratic system, Parliament has
busy public engagement and outreach teams
which are working hard to engage with people
across the country.
These programmes, which we hope to
expand and improve upon over the course
of the parliament, will be overseen by Penny
Young, our newly appointed Librarian and
Director General of the Department of
Information Services.

750 years since the de Montfort parliament
(20 January 1265).

Parliament Week, 16-22 November 2015
Parliament Week is a programme of events
and activities that connect people with
parliamentary democracy in the UK.
Organisations across the UK run events and
activities throughout Parliament Week which
explore what parliamentary democracy means
to them and their community. Last year,
Parliament Week had a focus on young people,
and the #dodemocracy campaign was launched
on Twitter.

UK Youth Parliament, November 2015

The annual sitting of the UK Youth Parliament
takes place each year at the beginning of
Parliament Week. Run in conjunction with the
2015 Anniversaries Programme
British Youth Council, the Youth Parliament
Throughout 2015, Parliament will bring
sees around 300 Members of Youth Parliament,
people of all ages together to mark and
aged 13-18, debating for a day in the Commons
remember the movements and moments that
have shaped our democratic heritage. Through Chamber. Chaired by Mr Speaker and
broadcast live on Parliament TV, it is a great
a UK-wide programme of cultural events,
opportunity for young people from across the
activities and online resources, significant
historic anniversaries, which underpinned the country to learn more about the democratic
process, and to have their voices heard.
establishment of parliamentary democracy
and the legal system in the UK and around
the world, will be commemorated. These
Youth Select Committee
anniversaries include 800 years since the
Linked to the UK Youth Parliament, and run
sealing of Magna Carta (15 June 1215) and
with the British Youth Council, the Youth
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Select Committee works very much like any
other select committee. The topic is voted on
by the UK Youth Parliament, then a committee
of young people (aged 11-18) takes evidence
and writes a report which is sent to the relevant
government department for response. This
year, the topic is mental health.

Events
Regular events take place around the country,
bringing MPs, peers and House staff to explain
the processes and work of the House and,
vitally, how people can get involved. The next
event is coming up at 2pm on 9 June, with over
500 people signed up to attend. Providing an
in-depth look at the new 2015 parliament and
how laws are made, this event offers unique
insights from parliamentary experts on how
new laws are proposed, scrutinised and passed
and will be chaired by Channel 4 News anchor
Krishnan Guru-Murthy.

Regional Outreach
Parliament’s team of regional outreach
officers spend their time forging links and
creating partnerships with local communities
and organisations, as well as speaking at
events and organisations across the country.

With six outreach officers – each covering a
different region of the country and boasting an
encyclopedic knowledge of Parliament – the
team ensures that Parliament really does go
to the people. The outreach team have other
areas of specialism too, developing tools and
programmes to reach communities less likely
to have worked with Parliament – such as
adults with learning disabilities – to enable and
encourage them to engage with Parliament and
democracy.

Universities Programme
Established a few years ago, demand for the
Universities Programme has been growing
steadily. The programme encourages the
academic study of Parliament through a
number of work streams, including the
Parliamentary Studies module – a final-year
module rolled out to 20 universities around
the UK and co-taught between Parliament
and the institution – and the Open Lectures
programme which enables students to hear
from members and staff of both Houses on
the work, process, culture and history of
Parliament.
The universities programme encourages
academics to engage with Parliament’s
business through training and information
sessions around the country. The programme
also works with a range of higher education
stakeholders to ensure the HE sector is
engaged in Parliament’s work.

Digital Outreach
Parliament is active on social media, and the
Digital Outreach team ensure information is
communicated to various online audiences via
our Twitter, Facebook, Flickr, Youtube and
LinkedIn accounts, as well as working closely
with online forums and discussion groups to
educate and engage.
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1

Harold Wilson
Elected MP for Ormskirk 5 July 1945;
appointed President of the Board of Trade
29 September 1947
Wilson’s appointment to the precursor position
to Business Secretary at the age of 31 made him
the youngest Cabinet minister since William Pitt
the Younger in 1792 – a distinction he still holds.
He resigned the post in April 1951 in protest at
the introduction of charges for NHS prescription
dentures and glasses to finance Britain’s military
campaign in Korea. It took another 13 years
before Wilson found himself sitting at the Cabinet
table once again – but this time at its head, as
Prime Minister.

2

THE TEN
Fast risers
Words: Sam Faroqui

Patrick Gordon Walker
Elected MP for Smethwick 1 October
1945; appointed Secretary of State for
Commonwealth Relations 28 February 1950
Gordon Walker’s precocious Cabinet appointment
in 1950 took on something of an ironic hue when
just under 15 years later, he lost his Smethwick
seat to the Tories’ Peter Griffiths, whose notorious
campaign was centred around hostility towards
Commonwealth immigrants. The reverse did not,
however, deter Harold Wilson from appointing
Gordon Walker Foreign Secretary following the
election, although his subsequent defeat at the
Leyton by-election in January 1965 forced his
resignation after just three months in post.
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3

Hugh Gaitskell
Elected MP for Leeds South 5 July 1945;
appointed Chancellor of the Exchequer 19
October 1950
Gaitskell rose quickly through the ministerial
ranks after his election to Parliament at the
second attempt in 1945, before Stafford Cripps’
resignation due to ill health opened the way to
one of the great offices of state. Having spent the
war as a civil servant at the Ministry of Economic
Warfare, his brief Chancellorship was dominated
by wartime pressures of its own, which led him
to take the controversial decision to introduce
NHS charges as part of the scramble to fund the
British Korean War effort.

5

Peter Shore
Elected MP for Stepney 15 October 1964;
appointed Secretary of State for Economic
Affairs 29 August 1967
Harold Wilson was accused by then-Shadow
Chancellor Iain Macleod of having prepared “a
mink-lined kennel for his favourite poodle”
when he appointed Shore, who had been an MP
for less than three years, to head the ill-fated
Department of Economic Affairs in 1967. But
“Harold’s lapdog”, as Denis Healey similarly
described Shore at the time, soon displayed a
tendency to bite the hand that feeds, and his
opposition to Wilson’s proposed union reforms
had the PM complaining just two years later: “I
over-promoted him. He’s no good.”

6

4

Michael Noble
Elected MP for Argyll 12 June 1958;
appointed Secretary of State for Scotland
13 July 1962
One of the beneficiaries of Harold Macmillan’s
‘Night of the Long Knives’, replacing John Maclay
as Scottish Secretary, Noble had the dubious
distinction of presiding over the last execution in
Scotland, when 21-year-old convicted murderer
Henry Burnett was hanged at Craiginches Prison
in Aberdeen in August 1963. His return to the
Cabinet as President of the Board of Trade in June
1970 was cut short after less than four months
following the merger of his new department with
the Ministry of Technology to form the DTI.

Gillian Shephard
Elected MP
for South West
Norfolk 11 June 1987;
appointed Secretary of
State for Employment
10 April 1992
A relative latecomer
to Westminster at 47,
Shephard made up for lost time, bagging junior
ministerial positions at the DSS and the Treasury
prior to landing a Cabinet post after the 1992
general election. Nicknamed ‘Iron Lady Mark II’
after she faced down the threat of a teachers’
strike in the mid-90s, she was even touted as a
possible successor to the faltering John Major – a
suggestion witheringly dismissed by the real
Mrs Thatcher, who reportedly remarked: “Are we
really that desperate?”
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Ed Miliband
Elected MP for Doncaster North 5 May 2005;
appointed Minister for the Cabinet Office 28
June 2007
Though a comparatively geriatric 37 by the time he
gained a seat at the top table, Miliband’s rise from
elected MP to Cabinet minister was even swifter
than Wilson’s, spanning just under 26 months. His
promotion to Energy Secretary the following year
notwithstanding, Ed remained in the shadow of
older brother David – then Foreign Secretary – until
a narrow victory over his sibling in the race to
succeed Gordon Brown set him on the path to his
unsuccessful bid for Downing Street.

9

Elizabeth Truss
Elected MP for South West Norfolk 6 May
2010; appointed Secretary of State for
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs 15 July 2014
The youngest ever female Tory Cabinet minister
(Labour’s Ruth Kelly was two years younger when
she was made Education Secretary in December
2004), Truss’s appointment as Environment
Secretary even drew congratulations from her
leftwing father, who declined to campaign for her
when she ran for Parliament in 2010. Truss has
ploughed a rather less controversial furrow than her
predecessor Owen Paterson, openly declaring her
belief in anthropogenic global warming – even if she
has often appeared keener to talk about cheddar
cheese than climate change.

8

Sajid Javid
Elected MP for Bromsgrove 6 May 2010;
appointed Secretary of State for Culture,
Media and Sport 9 April 2014
Twice a beneficiary of expenses-related Tory
resignations, Javid was selected as candidate for
the Tory bastion of Bromsgrove in the wake of Julie
Kirkbride’s demise, and became the first of the
2010 intake of MPs to win a seat at the top table
after Maria Miller’s
32-second Commons
apology failed to secure
her position as Culture
Secretary. Also the first
British Asian MP to hold
a Cabinet post, Javid’s
recent promotion to
Business Secretary
could foreshadow even
greater things to come.

10

William Hague
Elected MP for Richmond (Yorks) 23
February 1989; appointed Secretary of
State for Wales 5 July 1995
The famously precocious Hague was still only 34
when John Major made him Welsh Secretary in 1995.
In a bid to avoid a repeat of the embarrassment of his
predecessor John Redwood, who was widely mocked
for a transparent attempt to mime along to the
Welsh national anthem, Hague’s private secretary – a
certain Ffion Jenkins – taught him the words on a
summer’s evening in the foothills of Snowdonia. Two
years later, the pair were married.
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Putting learning at the
heart of assessment

Dear Member of Parliament

Dods Ad- New Members Guide May 2015 __Education –BIS

You may not have heard of Cambridge Assessment, but the more than 8 million
candidates a year who take our exams in 170 countries certainly have.
With over 150 years’ experience and the largest research facility of its kind, the Cambridge
Assessment Group is a key education partner to governments across the globe.
Through our exam boards OCR, Cambridge English Language Assessment and
Cambridge International Examinations we deliver the widest range of qualifications in
the world, whether that is via exams in general, business, academic and sectoral English or
as the world’s largest provider of international education programmes and qualifications for
5 to 19 year olds.
You may not have heard of us, but you might have heard of some of our qualifications:
IELTS the international English language standard in academia and for immigration
purposes; the IGCSE and International A Level or the Pre-U. You may know of organisations
like the JCB Academy with whom we worked in partnership to develop their unique
curriculum. And these are just a few examples.
For 30 years we have worked in partnership with the Government of Singapore to provide
syllabuses and exams across the public secondary education system. In China over
700,000 of our English language examinations are taken every year. And we’re helping
the governments of Kazakhstan, Mongolia, Egypt and Chile reform their education systems.
This makes Cambridge Assessment one of Britain’s key education exporters.
If you want to know more or want to discuss what is happening in education in this country
or abroad please contact Andrew Williams at williams.ad@cambridgeassessment.org.uk
to arrange a meeting with an expert.
Yours faithfully
Simon Lebus
Group Chief Executive

www.cambridgeassessment.org.uk
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Dods would like to thank Cambridge Assessment for their support
in enabling the Westminster Survival Guide to be published
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